[Spiral computed tomography for treatment planning and quality assurance in radiotherapy].
The possibilities of spiral CT for radiotherapeutic treatment planning and quality assurance have been systematically investigated. The influence of parameters such as slice thickness, table speed and increment on geometric accuracy was studied. Ring-, spheric-, PMMA- and humanoid Alderson phantoms were used. Furthermore, patients with infradiaphragmatic irradiation of Hodgkin's disease or with mediastinal irradiation were studied using CT-angiography. Patients with carcinomas of the head and neck before HDR- and PDR-brachytherapy were examined as well. Spiral CT offers 3D volume data information with excellent reduction of breath and motion artefacts for virtual simulation. 2D multiplanar reconstructions with excellent local resolution may be obtained. 3D MIP (Maximum Intensity Projection), based on CT-angiographic imaging, is a good tool for infradiaphragmatic treatment planning of Hodgkin's disease, if small numbers for slice thickness, table speed and increment are used. SSD (Surface Shaded Display) offers good 3D visualization and good geometric control of intracavitary and interstitial brachytherapy applicators. High qualitative multiplanar reconstructions are useful for CT-based brachytherapy planning. Spiral CT is a precious tool for 3D treatment planning and virtual simulation in radiotherapy and superior to conventional CT data acquisition. Quality assurance is improved for dose-volume-histograms and for brachytherapy.